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The optimal quantum control theory is employed to determine electric pulses capable of producing
quantum gates with high fidelity (higher than 0.9997). Particularly, these quantum gates were chosen
to perform the permutation algorithm (Z. Gedik et al., Scientific reports 5, 14671, (2015).) in hybrid
qubits in double quantum dots (DQDs). The permutation algorithm is an oracle based quantum
algorithm that solves the problem of the permutation parity faster than a classical algorithm without
the necessity of entanglement between particles. The only requirement for achieving the speedup is
the use of a one-particle quantum system with at least three levels. The high fidelity found in our
results is closely related to quantum speed limit, which is a measure of how fast a quantum state
can be manipulated. Furthermore, our scheme can be used for the practical realization of different
quantum algorithms in DQDs.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
During the last decades there has been an active in-
terest in the application of quantum phenomena to out-
perform classical devices in the same computational task,
specially since the proposal of the Grover1 and Shor2 al-
gorithms. Quantum protocols exploit resources like the
entanglement or the quantum superposition to achieve
the speedup on certain tasks, e.g. the quantum cryp-
tography protocol BB84 in Ref. 3. Aiming at experi-
mentally creating such quantum protocols, different plat-
forms have been studied, such as quantum electrody-
namic cavities4, superconducting circuits5, and ion traps
in ultra-cold atoms6. Some platforms, such as Ryd-
berg atoms7, nitrogen-vacancy centers8, and quantum
dots (QDs) 9, employ the electronic spin, which is rel-
atively more isolated from the surrounding environment
than other systems. In particular, semiconductor QDs
is a promissing platform, where the required scalability
to perform large-scale quantum computation might be
accomplished11. The information can be encoded either
in the electronic spin (known as spin qubits) or in the
discrete electronic levels due to the spatial confinment
(known as charge qubits). The implementation of single
and two qubit gates by means of spin qubits paves the
way to the realization of universal quantum computing31.
The main strength of this platform comes from the fact
that spins have longer lifetimes compared to charges,
although spins require longer manipulation times. De-
vices based on charge qubits have manipulation times
of the order of picoseconds, thus providing fast informa-
tion processing14,31. A new platform called hybrid qubit
emerged a few years ago15, which combine both spin and
charge qubits in DQDs to achieve fast manipulation and
long decoherence time16–20.
The precise control of quantum phenomena is a long-
standing dream, specially when it is related to the imple-
mentation of quantum information protocols. Optimal
quantum control theory offers the possibility to control
the physical system by maximizing a certain observable
and has succeeded in several platforms. For example, in
spin qubits of nitrogen-vacancy centers in Ref. 21, there
is a remarkable difference in the fidelities of the output
states when optimal pulses are used compared to the
standard pulses. In the Bose-Einstein condensate22, the
error in the preparation of a state is dramatically reduced
by using optimal control. There are also other examples
in the superconducting circuits23,24, where a CNOT gate
was realized with success.
In the present study, we apply the optimal quantum
control theory in hybrid qubits platform. Our goal is to
demonstrate the possibility of electrically implementing
quantum gates with high fidelity in such systems. As an
example, we choose the quantum permutation algorithm
(QPA) Ref. 25, which requires quantum superposition of
states with well-defined relative phases. Because of the
necessity of using at least a three level system in this al-
gorithm, we use hybrid qubits instead of spin qubits. In
order to find the optimal AC electric fields that imple-
ment the required quantum gates, we apply a technique
known as the two-point boundary-value quantum control
paradigm (TBQCP)26. By employing such a technique,
we are able to determine optimal electric pulses that per-
form the quantum gates with high fidelity and in times
faster than the decoherence time. Our results open the
possibility of achieving all-electrical universal quantum
gates in DQDs by means of optimal quantum control.
II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
A. Optimal Quantum Control
In order to implement quantum gates with high fidelity,
we use the optimal quantum control theory. The basic
goal of optimal control consists of finding time-dependent
control fields that drives an initial state | ψ(0)〉 to a spe-
cific target state | ψtar〉 at the end of the time evolu-
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2tion. In this study, we implement the numerical method
TBQCP26, which is an iterative monotonic method able
to find an optimal field Eopt(t) that maximizes the ex-
pectation value of a physical observable 〈O(t)〉 at the
final time T . This method starts with the definition of
the boundary conditions, the initial state | ψ(0)〉 and the
desired physical observable 〈O(T )〉. The physical observ-
able is evolved backwards (from the final time T to the
initial time t = 0) through the following equation
i~
∂O(n)(t)
∂t
=
[
O(n)(t), H0 − µE(n)(t)
]
, O(T )→ O(0),
(1)
where H0 is the time independent Hamiltonian of the
system, µ is the dipole operator, and E(n)(t) is the field
in the nth iteration. The initial state | ψ(0)〉 is evolved
forward with the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation,
i~
∂ | ψ(n+1)(t)〉
∂t
=
(
H0 − µE(n+1)(t)
)
| ψ(n+1)(t)〉, (2)
where E(n+1)(t) is the (n+1)st iteration field, which is
calculated through the following expression
E(n+1)(t) = E(n)(t) + ηf (n+1)µ (t). (3)
In Eq. (3), η is a positive constant and the field correction
is written as
f (n+1)µ (t) = −
2
~
Im
{
〈ψ(n+1)(t)|O(n)(t)µ | ψ(n+1)(t)〉
}
,
(4)
Equations (1-4) are solved in a self-consistent way, start-
ing with the trial field E(0)(t) and monotonically in-
creasing the value of the desired physical observable
〈O(T )〉 = 〈ψ(T ) | O(T ) | ψ(T )〉, see more detaisl in
Ref. 26. Particularly, if one is interested in maximizing
an specific target state | ψtarget〉, the observable becomes
the projector onto this state 〈O(T )〉 = |〈ψ(T ) | ψtarget〉|2.
B. Implementation of Quantum Gates
Quantum gates are the quantum analogue of logic
gates in classical computers. Such gates are reversible
in time and are represented by unitary matrices U . The
optimal quantum control scheme also can be employed
to implement quantum gates27,28. Such an implementa-
tion can be performed by finding the optimal field that
guides a set of initial k-states | ψi,k(0)〉 to a specific set
of final k-states | ψf,k(T )〉. The set of initial k-states
is related to the transformation of all basis eigenvectors
{| j〉} to {U | j〉}, plus the transformation of the initial
state {∑Nj=1 | j〉/√N} to {U{∑Nj=1 | j〉/√N}, which
avoids errors due to undesirable relative phases27,28.
C. Quantum Permutation Algorithm
Consider a set with three elements {1, 2, 3}. There are
six possible permutations for this set, where three have
even parity (1, 2, 3), (3, 1, 2), (2, 3, 1); and three have odd
parity (3, 2, 1), (2, 1, 3), (1, 3, 2). The objective of the
QPA25 is to determine the parity of the permutations and
its protocol can be illustrated by associating the permu-
tation to a function f(x) on the set x ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Classi-
cally, one must evaluate f(x) for two different values of
x, while the QPA can determine the parity with a single
evaluation of f(x)25.
In order to show how the QPA works, we use the qutrit
as unit of quantum information to encode the three ele-
ments of the set, which can be written as
|1〉 =
10
0
 , |2〉 =
01
0
 , |3〉 =
00
1
 . (5)
The determination of the parity of a permutation is
equivalent to the determination of the parity of six per-
mutation functions, which we represent with six unitary
operators. Three of this operators are associated to the
even permutations Π1, Π2 and Π3 that map the set
of states (|1〉, |2〉, |3〉) to the set of states (|1〉, |2〉, |3〉),
(|3〉, |1〉, |2〉), and (|2〉, |3〉, |1〉), respectively. The even
permutations operators are cast as
Π1 =
1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
 ,Π2 =
0 1 00 0 1
1 0 0
 ,Π3 =
0 0 11 0 0
0 1 0
 .
(6)
The three operators associated to the odd permu-
tations Π4, Π5 and Π6 that respectively map the set
of states (|1〉, |2〉, |3〉) to the set of states (|3〉, |2〉, |1〉),
(|2〉, |1〉, |3〉), and (|1〉, |3〉, |2〉) are
Π4 =
0 0 10 1 0
1 0 0
 ,Π5 =
0 1 01 0 0
0 0 1
 ,Π6 =
1 0 00 0 1
0 1 0
 .
(7)
In order to implement the QPA, the system must be
initialized in state |2〉, then the quantum fourier trans-
form (QFT) of a qutrit is applied to this initial state,
which is given by
UFT =
1√
3
 1 1 11 exp(i2pi/3) exp(−i2pi/3)
1 exp(−i2pi/3) exp(i2pi/3)
 . (8)
The obtained state is the following superposition of three
states
| ψ1〉 = | 1〉+ exp(i2pi/3) | 2〉+ exp(−i2pi/3) | 3〉√
3
. (9)
In Fig. 1 we show a quantum circuit that represents the
QPA. The second gate in Fig. 1 encodes one of the six
possible permutations operators Πk, with k = 1, 2, .., 6.
The resulting state is | ψk〉 = Πk | ψ1〉. To determine
the parity of the permutation, one must apply the gate
3U†FT and measure the system to check the six possible
outcomes, which are described by the following states
Even Odd
U†FT | ψ1〉 =| 2〉 U†FT | ψ4〉 = e−2pii/3 | 3〉
U†FT | ψ2〉 = e2pii/3 | 2〉 U†FT | ψ5〉 = e2pii/3 | 3〉
U†FT | ψ3〉 = e−2pii/3 | 2〉 U†FT | ψ6〉 =| 3〉
(10)
If the measured state is | 2〉 (| 3〉), the parity of the
applied permutation was even (odd). In such a way, only
one evaluation of f(x) is necessary in contrast with the
classical algorithm, where two evaluations of f(x) are re-
quired. An interesting feature of this algorithm is the fact
that entanglement is not necessary and only a superpo-
sition with well-defined relative phases is necessary.
FIG. 1: Quantum permutation algorithm (QPA).
III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We use the Hamiltonian of the hybrid qubit system
extracted from Ref. 14, which is given by
H(ε) =

ε/2 0 ~∆1 −~∆2
0 ε/2 + ~δEL −~∆3 ~∆4
~∆1 −~∆3 −ε/2 0
−~∆2 ~∆4 0 −ε/2 + ~δER
(11)
where ∆1/2pi = 2.62 GHz, ∆2/2pi = 3.5 GHz, ∆3/2pi =
4.6 GHz, ∆4/2pi = 1.65 GHz, δEL/2pi = 52.7 GHz,
δER/2pi = 9.2 GHz, and ε is the detuning. This Hamil-
tonian can be diagonalized for each value of detuning and
the resulting energy levels are shown in Fig.(2). A qutrit
requires only three quantum levels, but we take into ac-
count four states as our basis of states to account for
leakage effects. The ground state is labelled as |2〉, while
the first excited state is labelled as |1〉. Such a change
is due to the QPA, which is initialized in the state |2〉
and we choose the initial state as the ground state of the
system. The time evolution of the system is given by
∂|ψ(t)〉
∂t
=
1
i~
(H0 − µE(t)) |ψ(t)〉, (12)
where H0 = Z
−1H(ε0)Z is the diagonalized Hamiltonian
for a reference detuning ε0 that provides a basis for the
time evolution of the system. Each column of the Z
matrix is given by each eigenvector of H(ε0). The dipole
type matrix is obtained by µ = Z−1HDZ, where HD
is a matrix composed by only the diagonal elements of
H(ε = 1) that are proportional to ε and E(t) = ε(t)−ε0.
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FIG. 2: The energy levels as a function of the detuning.
The optmized field can be obtained using the TBQCP
method26, described in section II (A).
Relaxation and decoherence sources are always present
and are responsible for reducing coherence and fidelity of
a quantum state. We make use of hybrid qubits15,16,
which presents relaxation time of the order of 20 ns18. In
our model, we do not take into account relaxation and de-
coherence effects because we aim at finding control fields
that act in a shorter timescale (T = 1.3 ns) when com-
pared to the relaxation time. For the optimization of the
control pulses with the TBQCP method, we start with a
null trial field. In Fig. 3, we plot the optimized electric
fields for all gates required by the QPA and for the refer-
ence detuning ε0 = 50 µeV. The first (third) gate corre-
sponds to the UFT (U
†
FT ) gate. The six different pulses
in the middle correspond to the six permutations gates,
three even (top panel) and three odd (bottom panel).
The power spectrum of the optimized pulses (Fig. 5)
are shown in Fig. 4. We note that all gates have a non-
trivial power spectrum in the range of 0 and 20 GHz,
which is in agreement with the eigenenergies scale of the
hybrid qubit (see Fig. 2). In Fig. 5, we plot the evolu-
tion of the state occupation in the four state basis for
the reference detuning ε0 = 50 µeV, for the conversion of
the initial state |2〉 by the UFT gate into the target state
| ψ1〉. In such evolution, we note that there is a very
small leakage outside the first three states (the qutrit ba-
sis), and the optimal pulse drives the dynamics to yield
the target with high fidelity at the final time (see inset o
Fig. 5). The fidelity is defined as F = |〈ψ(T )|ψtarget〉|2,
where |ψ(T )〉 is the time evolved state and |ψtarget〉 is
the desired state under the action of the quantum gate.
In the inset o Fig. 5, we plot the fidelity for the UFT gate
as a function of the number of iterations of the TBQCP.
For all gates the leakage to the fourth level was not sig-
nificant and the fidelity is bigger than 0.9997 for T=1.3
ns. The fidelity depends on the time duration of the
pulse, which defines some restrictions for the maximum
achieved fidelity. Such dependence is related to the quan-
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FIG. 3: Optimized pulses as a function of time, considering
the reference detuning ε0 = 50 µeV. The first gate in each
panel corresponds to the UFT gate and the third gate to the
U†FT gate. The six different pulses in the middle correspond
to the six permutations gates, three even permutations (top
panel) and three odd permutations (bottom panel). The gates
Π1, Π3, Π4, and Π6 are shown with an offset to better view,
but their real reference detuning is ε0 = 50µeV, such all other
gates.
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FIG. 4: Power spectrum of the electric pulses corresponding
to the gates of the QPA.
tum speed limit, which is connected to the minimum time
to perform a transition between two states33. Moreover,
the connection between quantum speed limit and opti-
mal quantum control has already been investigated34,35.
In Ref. 35, authors related the quantum speed limit with
the infidelity I = 1 − |〈ψ(T )|ψtarget〉|2 considering the
Krotov-algorithm36. In table I, we present results for the
infidelity I for all quantum gates required by the QPA
considering two different pulse duration (T=1.0 and 1.3
ns). The infidelity in table I must be multiplied by 10−5
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FIG. 5: State occupations Pi = |〈ψ(t)|i〉|2 for i=1,2,3,4 as a
function of time considering the action of the UFT gate on
the initial state |2〉 that converts it to the state 1√
3
(| 1〉 +
exp(i2pi/3) | 2〉 + exp(−i2pi/3) | 3〉). The inset shows the
fidelity vs. the number of the TBQCP iterations.
T (ns) UFT Π1 Π2 Π3 Π4 Π5 Π6 U
†
FT
1.0 261.5 1.6 90.2 916.5 65.9 1414.7 750.4 533.6
1.3 3.9 6.5 3.3 26.8 3.9 26.0 5.3 4.6
TABLE I: Infidelity for all quantum gates necessary to imple-
ment the QPA considering different pulse durations (T=1.0,
and 1.3 ns). The infidelity for each case must be multiplied
by 10−5 to get its real value, e.g., for the UFT the infidelity
is 3.9×10−5 at T=1.3 ns, which corresponds to a fidelity of
0.999961. The number of iterations for each quantum gate is
different for each case, ranging from a minimum of 654 iter-
ations for the UFT gate with T = 1.3 ns and a maximum of
15425 iterations for the Π2 gate with T = 1.0 ns.
to get its real value, e.g., for the UFT the infidelity is
3.9×10−5 at T=1.3 ns, which corresponds to a fidelity of
0.999961. The worst case shown in table I is for the Π5
gate considering a pulse of T=1 ns, which has the infi-
delity I = 1414.7×10−5 (F = 0.985853) and we attribute
such a result to the approach of the quantum speed limit.
In general, the infidelity in table I decreases with the in-
creasing of the pulse duration. Only for Π1 the infidelity
is bigger for T=1.3 ns than for T=1.0 ns. Such a result
is due to numerical calculations and the convergence cri-
teria, which was set to stop the TBQCP iterations when
the infidelity starts to fluctuate within 20 iterations, i.e.
achieves a bigger value of infidelity when compared to
the infidelity evaluated 20 iterations before.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we have proposed a physical realiza-
tion of the QPA by using the platform of hybrid qubit
in DQDs. We employ the TBQCP method to optimize
electric pulses that drives the states of the system to
5the desired set of target states required by QPA. These
pulses perform the quantum gates of the QPA with a
high fidelity (higher than 0.9997). Moreover, the short
duration of our pulses (1.3 ns) compared to the deco-
herence time (20 ns) reported in Ref. 18, support the
idea that relaxation would not have significant effects on
the performance of our implementation. This fact and
our results suggest that the proposed scheme, based on
quantum optimal control theory, might be very useful to
achieve optimal electric pulses able to manipulate qubits
and/or qudits in DQDs. Moreover, we show that the high
fidelity achieved in our simulation occurs when the pulse
duration is above the quantum speed limit.
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